Abstract
INTRODUCTION
In physics, massive objects tend to accelerate towards each other. In Newton's law of gravitation, each object attracts one another with a particular fo rce, wh ich is "gravitational force". GSA is a heuristic algorithm wh ich utilizes Newtonian gravity law and mass interactions [1] . It has captured much attention. And it has been admitted this algorith m provides higher performance in solving various problems [1, 2] . In GSA, a number of agents referred to as masses are defined in order to find the optimal solution by simu lations of Newtonian laws. The direction of the agent is calculated according to the total force gained by all other agents. The force is proportionate with fitness value. The mean ing of a heavier mass is a more efficient agent, namely better agents possess higher attractions and walk more slowly.
As with other heuristic algorith ms also in GSA, in different phases of evolution random alterat ions and selections are needed [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Generally, this rando mness is provided with random equations with a long period.
In these days, the notion of employing chaotic systems as a substitution of random processes has been gained acception in optimization studies. The chaotic dynamics can play the role of the randomness in optimization algorith ms. The benefits of employing chaotic signals as substitution of random signals are shown in empirical studies [10] [11] [12] . Thus, the employ ment of defining chaotic signals as substitution of random sequences may be a potential way to improve the performance of GSA. This paper proposes Gravitational Search A lgorith m with Chaotic Map (GSA-CM) methods to solve the global optimization problems. The GSA -CM algorithms utilizing different chaotic systems replace random numbers for GSA's different parameters. Thus, different methods emp loying chaotic maps as efficient substitutions for pseudorandom sequences have been suggested. Some benchmark problems have been studied in order to assess these algorithms. The results display the development of the new algorithm owing to the emp loyment of the determin istic chaotic signals instead of random sequences.
GRAVITATIONAL SEARCH ALGORITHM
GSA has been inspired by the Newtonian laws is one of the newest heuristic algorith ms [1] . According to the gravity law, each particle draws the other particles with a force. Similarly, in GSA, agents are a group of masses that interact with each other due to the laws of gravity and motion. The performance of agents is measured by their masses. This structure causes global motion of all of the agents towards the heavier agents. 
In GSA, the masses are calculated by fitness function. The better fitness value of agent has heavier mass. The masses are updated by the following equations: 
Taken together, next velocity of an agent is computed as a fraction of its recent velocity added to its acceleration (7) . After that, the next position of the agent can be computed emp loying (8) :
The gravitational constant,   G t given in (9) is important paradigm for perfo rmance of GSA. It is in itialized at the beginning, after that it will be decreased with time.   G t is defined as follo ws:
where 0 G is initial value of   G t , T is total iteration number, t is current iteration nu mber and β is a constant.
GRAVITATIONAL SEARCH ALGORITHM WITH CHAOTIC MAP
Recently, the constant increase in interest to use the chaotic equations instead of random process in different fields encourages the chaos studies also in optimization algorith ms [10, 13, 14] . The random based optimizat ion algorith ms need, by their nature, random sequences with a long period in most of the phases of evolution [15] . On the other hand, chaotic sequences provide easiness simplicity and rapidity. Therefore, randomness role can be provided with (obtained by) chaos sequences. Moreover, compared with the traditional algorith ms, the emp loyment of the chaotic sequences in stochastic algorithms can be beneficial to escape more easily fro m local min ima. The advantages of the employment of chaotic signals as substitution of random signals are shown in empirical studies [16] [17] [18] [19] . Hence, in this study, the evolution of chaotic based GSA, which defines the random selections by chaotic maps to develop the performance of GSA, has been focused on.
In standard GSA, in the assignment of initial positions of agents, in the phase of weighted sum of the forces and velocity update random are needed. In this study, the proposed GSA-CM algorith ms utilize chaotic systemsgenerated sequences as substitution of random numbers when random selection is required. The chaotic maps used in numeric calcu lations are given below:
Logistic Map
The logistic map takes places of chaotic behaviors of biological population [20] . It is represented by:
where k X is the th k chaotic number, k is iteration number. In the experiments a=4 is used.
Tent Map
This map seems to logistic map [21] . It is defined as follows: 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
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Gauss Map
The Gauss map [21] is represented by:
It is used for testing purpose in the literature.
Circle Map
The circle map [22] is defined as follo ws:
with a=0.5 and b=0.2 , it generates chaotic sequence in (0,1) .
Liebovtech Map
Liebovtech map is formed of three linear seg ments [23] . It is defined by the following equations:
Zaslavskii Map
The Zaslavskii map has spread-spectrum characteristic and large Lyapunov exponent [24] . It is defined by:
Arnold's Cat Map
k k k k X X Y Y                      (16) where   k k X ,Y 0,1  .
Henon Map
This map is a nonlinear 2-dimensioanan map employed for testing purpose [27] . It is defined as follo ws:
The suggested parameter values are a=1.4 and b=0.3 [27] .
Kaplan-Yorke Map
This map was used by Kaplan and Yorke introducing the idea of "Lyapunov dimension" [28] . It is conjectured that for an attractor of a typical dynamical system in a Euclidean space. The Kaplan-Yorke Map is defined as 1 1 mod (1) cos (4 ) k k
This is bounded for 0 a 2   and 0 b 1   [29] .
Lozi Map
This map is a simplification of the Henon map [27] . It is given in the following equations:
The parameters used in this study are a=1.7 and b=0.5 as suggested in [13] .
In the standard GSA, positions of agents (masses) are determined with random values. The derived GSA-CM algorith ms make this definit ion in a chaotic way. The initial positions of the agents are formed by using the chaotic maps defined above.
As it has been shown in (3), in standard GSA, in the calculation of the weighted sum of the forces, which acts on each agent, random selection is needed. The derived GSA-CM algorithms define this random selection by chaotic maps. If (3) is modified again, it is defined as in the following:
where j X is a chaotic variab le based on selected map.
Lastly, in the velocity update of the agents given in (7), random generation is defined by using the chosen chaotic maps. If (7) 
The new position of the agent is defined by adding the obtained velocity to previous position value. [33] are optimized using GSA-CM and compared with classical GSA in order to verify the efficiency of GSA-CM. These functions are widely used for measuring the performance of the optimization methods [1, 5, 7, 9] . The description of the test functions is provided in Table 1 .
TABLES, FIGURES, EQUATIONS
For the GSA-CM using different chaotic maps, the numeric results belonging to F1 and F2 have been shown in Tables 2  and 3 and the success rates have been shown in Tables 4 and  5 . 
Six-Hu mp Camel-Back [ 5, 5] n  -1.031628 In all cases, the population size N , is set to 30. The number of variables is set to two. For GSA and GSA-CM, system parameters 0 G and β are set to 100 and 10, respectively. The number of iterat ions is considered to be 500.
According to the numeric results, it is seen that both GSA and GSA-CM using different chaotic maps have given similar results for unimodal functions. On the other hand, when the algorithms are evaluated according to success rate criterion, some proposed algorithms are seen to have been more successful. It can be said that the GSA -CM using Kaplan-Yo rke map has given the best value in terms of success rate. The numeric results for the multimodal functions are given in Tables 6-9 . Since these functions have many local minima, the solution of the problem becomes difficult. According to the obtained numeric results, the proposed algorith ms can be said to have been successful and to have developed the performance of the standard GSA.
According to Table 12 , the success rate of the standard GSA for F5 function is 36% for 1 4 level Q e   . The GSA-CM using Kaplan-Yo rke map heads with the success rate of 66%. Similar results have been obtained also for F6 function, GSA-CM algorith ms using Kaplan-Yorke and Gauss map have been seen to have the highest success rate.
CONCLUSIONS
This study generates GSA-CM methods, which use different chaotic maps, in order to develop the performance of the standard GSA. Ten different chaotic maps by hybridizing with the GSA have been used for solving benchmark problems. The proposed algorithms have been compared both in terms of numeric results and success rates. The obtained results show that when random generation is done with chaotic maps in the algorithms where random selections are used, it has increased the performance of the algorith m, and the results show that chaotic maps like Kaplan-Yo rke, Gauss and Zaslavskii can be best categorized as GSA -CM methods. 
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